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“A data scientist is a statistician who lives in  
San Francisco” 

“Data Science is Statistics on a Mac” 

“A data scientist is better at statistics than any 
software engineer and better at software 

engineering than any statistician.”





Supervised Learning



Unsupervised Learning



Reinforcement Learning

Figure 1: Screen shots from five Atari 2600 Games: (Left-to-right) Pong, Breakout, Space Invaders,
Seaquest, Beam Rider

an experience replay mechanism [13] which randomly samples previous transitions, and thereby
smooths the training distribution over many past behaviors.

We apply our approach to a range of Atari 2600 games implemented in The Arcade Learning Envi-
ronment (ALE) [3]. Atari 2600 is a challenging RL testbed that presents agents with a high dimen-
sional visual input (210 ⇥ 160 RGB video at 60Hz) and a diverse and interesting set of tasks that
were designed to be difficult for humans players. Our goal is to create a single neural network agent
that is able to successfully learn to play as many of the games as possible. The network was not pro-
vided with any game-specific information or hand-designed visual features, and was not privy to the
internal state of the emulator; it learned from nothing but the video input, the reward and terminal
signals, and the set of possible actions—just as a human player would. Furthermore the network ar-
chitecture and all hyperparameters used for training were kept constant across the games. So far the
network has outperformed all previous RL algorithms on six of the seven games we have attempted
and surpassed an expert human player on three of them. Figure 1 provides sample screenshots from
five of the games used for training.

2 Background

We consider tasks in which an agent interacts with an environment E , in this case the Atari emulator,
in a sequence of actions, observations and rewards. At each time-step the agent selects an action
at from the set of legal game actions, A = {1, . . . ,K}. The action is passed to the emulator and
modifies its internal state and the game score. In general E may be stochastic. The emulator’s
internal state is not observed by the agent; instead it observes an image xt 2 Rd from the emulator,
which is a vector of raw pixel values representing the current screen. In addition it receives a reward
rt representing the change in game score. Note that in general the game score may depend on the
whole prior sequence of actions and observations; feedback about an action may only be received
after many thousands of time-steps have elapsed.

Since the agent only observes images of the current screen, the task is partially observed and many
emulator states are perceptually aliased, i.e. it is impossible to fully understand the current situation
from only the current screen xt. We therefore consider sequences of actions and observations, st =
x1, a1, x2, ..., at�1, xt, and learn game strategies that depend upon these sequences. All sequences
in the emulator are assumed to terminate in a finite number of time-steps. This formalism gives
rise to a large but finite Markov decision process (MDP) in which each sequence is a distinct state.
As a result, we can apply standard reinforcement learning methods for MDPs, simply by using the
complete sequence st as the state representation at time t.

The goal of the agent is to interact with the emulator by selecting actions in a way that maximises
future rewards. We make the standard assumption that future rewards are discounted by a factor of
� per time-step, and define the future discounted return at time t as Rt =

PT
t0=t �

t0�t
rt0 , where T

is the time-step at which the game terminates. We define the optimal action-value function Q

⇤
(s, a)

as the maximum expected return achievable by following any strategy, after seeing some sequence
s and then taking some action a, Q⇤

(s, a) = max⇡ E [Rt|st = s, at = a,⇡], where ⇡ is a policy
mapping sequences to actions (or distributions over actions).

The optimal action-value function obeys an important identity known as the Bellman equation. This
is based on the following intuition: if the optimal value Q

⇤
(s

0
, a

0
) of the sequence s

0 at the next
time-step was known for all possible actions a

0, then the optimal strategy is to select the action a

0
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Course Objective
• Introduce students to data science (DS) techniques, with a focus 

on application to substantive (i.e. "applied") scientific problems.  

• Through individual projects, students will gain experience in 
identifying which problems can be tackled by DS methods, and 
learn to identify which specific DS methods are applicable to a 
problem at hand. 

• This course requires students to show substantial initiative in 
investigating methods that are applicable for their project. 
The lectures give an overview of important methods, but the 
lecture content alone is not sufficient to produce a high 
quality course project.



Logistics
• READ. THE. WIKI. 

http://www.csd.uwo.ca/~dlizotte/teaching/cs4437/ 

• Instructor: Dan Lizotte – dlizotte at uwo dot ca – MC363 
TA: Brent Davis — bdavis56 at uwo dot ca 

• Time: Tuesday from 11:30AM – 1:30PM, and on Thursday from 
3:30PM – 4:30PM 

• Place: Talbot College TC342 

• Communication: We will be using OWL for electronic communication. 

• Question & Collaboration Hour: Middlesex College MC320, 
Thursday 4:30PM to 5:30pm

http://www.csd.uwo.ca/~dlizotte/teaching/cs4437/


Materials

• READ. THE. WIKI.



Anticipated Topics and 
Schedule

• READ. THE. WIKI.



Evaluation
• Daily Quizzes – 5%

• Midterm - 35% 

• Brainstorming Session – 5% 

• Project Proposal – 4437: 15% 9637: 10% 

• Report Draft – 5% 

• Project Report – 35% 

• Peer Review – 9637 only: 5%



Daily Quizzes
• Very short quiz at the beginning of class covering 

the previous day's materials 

• The final quiz will be on 2 Mar. 

• The lowest quiz mark will be dropped.  

• Quiz marks will only be excused for medical 
reasons.



Individual Project
• Project Proposal – 4437: 15% 9637: 10% 

• Document detailing the plan for the project. See Project Guidelines 
on the wiki for detailed requirements. 

• Report Draft – 5% 

• The purpose of the draft is to allow the instructor to provide feedback 
on the quality of the writing and the direction of the project. 

• Project Report – 35% 

• Each student will prepare a research paper detailing a substantive 
problem, the data available, the applicable DS methods, and 
empirical results obtained on the problem.



Brainstorming - 5%
• Each student will prepare a presentation explaining an applied 

problem, as well as some potential data science methods that 
could be applied to the problem.  

• The presentation should be no more than 10 minutes.  

• We will then discuss the problem as a class, along with 
possible approaches for solving the problem using ML methods.  

• Student is expected to be prepared to answer deep questions 
about the nature of their problem to ensure that they receive 
high quality feedback from the brainstorming session. 

• See Project Guidelines on the Wiki for detailed requirements.



Brainstorming
• You must pick a brainstorming slot. 

1. Create account on the Wiki 

2. Edit the schedule at the bottom of the main page, 
replacing “SlotX” with your name. 

• Pick one before Friday, 3 February at 5pm  
or I will pick one for you and you won’t like it.



Peer Review
• Each graduate (9637) student will be assigned three project 

reports to review 

• Primary Purpose: Provide feedback to authors that they can make 
use of in their future careers, which gives them a better return on 
the investment they have made in their course project. 

• Secondary Purpose: Give students a view of the variety of work that 
has been done in the course, and further develop reviewing skills. 

• Reviews from other students will not affect the grade of the 
author in any way.

• See the wiki for more details.



Accessibility and Support, 
Missed Course Components

• Check the wiki.



Questions and Chat: 

Why are you here?


